
Multilens has been working with special optics for more than 

25 years. We manufacture unique lenses and are able to pro-

duce solutions for the most un common sight disorders.

Over the course of these years, it has become increas ingly 

clear how important the frame is for the optimal performance 

of the optical solution. The wearer will not gain the full benefit 

of the lenses unless the frame is suited to the properties of 

the lenses. It is for this reason that we have developed a 

range of frames that perform well with our various solutions.

Our frames have the following features: 

 

• Comfortable – Most people wear their glasses during the 

greater part of the day. Obviously, it is vital that glasses do 

not chafe or leave a mark on your nose after wearing them all 

day.

• Stable – As some of our solutions weigh slightly more than 

regular glasses, stability is an important feature.

• Unisex – Many of our frames can be worn by women and 

men. But we also have frames that are more suit able either 

for men or for women.

• Eternal – We have no ambition to try and keep up with the 

latest trends. We’re more interested in frames that look good 

and stand the test of time.

• Robust/Top quality – The quality of our frames matches 

the optics we place in them. In other words, our focus is on 

quality of the highest class.

Framekit 

All our frames come in a case with a lens cleaning cloth. 

We also offer frame kit, which include the frame, edging of 

lenses, a case and cleaning cloth.

All that needs to be added are the lenses. The frame kit  

means you don’t have to worry that the edg ing might go 

wrong and cause expenses and delays.
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VIDI is our most popular frame. All metal and very stable. Colour: Grey

 

  Item number   
Size:  Frame:    Frame kit:

46-19 (Height 33) 70546 07020 
48-19 (Height 36) 70548 07021 
50-19 (Height 38) 70550 07022 
52-19 (Height 39) 70552 07023

 

VIDI

LADY is the female version of the VIDI frame. It’s all metal and very stable. 
Colour: Red

   Item number   
Size:  Frame: Frame kit 
  
48-19 (Height 35) 91036 07024 
50-19 (Height 36) 91037   07025 
 

laDy

UNI is a discrete metal frame that looks good on women and men.  
Available in grey and red.

  Item number    
Size:  Frame:    Frame kit:

50-19 (Height  30)            Red 46000  07026

   

50-19 (Height  30)            Grey 46100  07027

 

unI

ALEX is one of our old faithfuls. Its wide visual field makes it a popular choice. 
Also available as a ready-to-use filter frame. Plasticframe. Colour: Brown

  Item number: 
Size:   Frame: Frame kit: 
49-19 (Height  37) 91000 07028

 

alex
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nellI

LARS was launched as a frame for men but has become very popular 
among women too. Material: Plastic. Colour: Brown

   
  Item number   
Size:   Frame:   Frame kit: 
53-16 (Height  30) 91052 07030

 

lars

SVEA is an elegant frame designed primarily for women.  
Also suitable for men. Material: Plastic. Colour: Brown

   Item number   
Size:  Frame:   Frame kit: 
51-16 (Height  30) 91053  07031

 

SVEA

MARIA is an elegant frame that looks good on women and men. 
Material: Plastic and Metal. Colour: Mauve

   Item number 
Size:   Frame:   Frame kit: 
53-16 (Height  32) 91054   07032

  

marIa

ANNA is an elegant frame that looks good on women and men.  
The same design as MARIA but with a different pattern and in  
nougat colour. Material: Plastic and metal

   Item number 
Size:   Frame: Frame kit:  
53-16 (Height  32) 91055 07033

 

ANNA

Frames

NELLI is another one of our old faithfuls. Its wide visual field makes it a popular 
choice too. Also available as a ready-to-use filter frame. Material: Plastic 
Colour: Brown

  Item number  
Size:             Frame:   Frame kit: 
48-19 (Height  39) 91001 07029
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JUNIOR is our lightweight frame for kids. It’s made of metal and 
very stable. Colour: Brown

  Item number:   
Size:   Frame:  Frame kit: 
40-18   91006  07067 
42-18   91007  07068

 

junIor

JESPER is our newest frame and has an elegant, but rubust look. 
Material: Plastic. Colour: Dark brown

   Item number:   
Size:  Frame:  Frame kit 
53x16 (Height 31) 91056 07059

 

jesper
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The Halv-2 frame suits both men and women. It is made of transparent 
plastic with red sidepieces.

    Item number  
Size:  Frame:  Frame kit: 
41-24  45200 07060

 

HalV-2

The Halv-3 frame suits both men and women. It is made of  
brushed silver metal. Colour: Grey

  Item number    
Size:  Frame:  Frame kit 
42-22  45300 07061

 

HalV-3

The Halv-5 frame is made of metal and is available in  
grey and red.

      
           Item number: 
Size:            Frame:                  Frame kit:

41-26   Red     45700   07065

41-26   Grey    45800  07066

 

HalV-5

The Halv-4 frame is our best seller for children. It is made of  
durable plastic and comes in three different colours, Black, Red, Blue

             Item number 
Size:              Frame:   Frame kit: 
42-22   Black  45400    07062  
42-22   Red    45500    07063  
42-22   Blue    45600    07064 

HalV-4



A dark brown-bordeaux frame with metallic details on the sides. 
Frame in plastic. A frame that sits tight on most people and the 
large lenses gives for good vision field. 

   Item number 
Size:  Frame:  Frame kit: 
66x17 (Height 39) 91057 07091

 

sun-V
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ML Filter Sunglasses is designed to be used together with a normal 
pair of glasses.The frame is made of polycarbonate, making it light 
and strong.The colour is matte black and it comes in three sizes 
(Small, Medium and Large), making it suitable for most people and 
most type of glasses. On the sides, the frame is equipped with dark 
lenses as standard which could be replaced with other coloured 
lenses if requested.

 
   Item number 
Size:   Frame: Frame kit:

Small 59-12,   91044 07094

Medium 61-13    91045 07095

Large 65-16  91046 07096

BIoCoVer 
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A frame with an aura of robustness and style. Frame made of alumi-
nium with temples in black and adjustable nose pads in red.  
Material: Plastic/Aluminium. Colour: Brusched Aluminium.

Item number

 Size:  Frame:  Frame kit:

 61x19 (Height 36) 91059 07093 
 

 

sport m2 

A frame designed of sports and an active life. Lightweight, very 
large lenses for a superb vision field and removable neck band. 
The frame is grey with a net pattern and has red metallic details.
Frame material: Plastic.

                       Item number 
Size:                       Frame:                 Frame kit:

67x16 (Height 38)                       91058                      07092

    

 

sport m1
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SUN-LADY has slightly larger lenses than traditional sunglasses,  
making it very comfortable to wear. 
Material: Plastic. Colour: Dark Bronce 

  Item number 
Size:  Frame:   Frame kit: 
63-18 (Height  39) 91017 07037

 

sun-laDy

Sun-Two is a sports frame, very much like Sun-One, but rather smaller in 
size. This one is also made of plastic, with rubberized ends and bridge.

Colour: Muttled brown and Grey

Sun-Two is available in powers +/-6.

  Item number 
Size:   Frame:  Frame kit:  
55-21 (Height  35)  Muttled brown 91020 07036 
55-21 (Height  35) Grey 91027 07035

 

sun-two

Glasses frames
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SUN-THREE has robust side guards and is ideal for grinding to different powers. SUN-THREE is made of plastic with rubber tips 
and is available in four sizes: S, M, L and XL. Colour: Muttled brown and Black

                Item number 
Size:               Frame: Frame kit:

S 44-16 (Height  27) Muttled brown 91028 07039

M 47-16 (Height  33) Muttled brown 91022 07040

M 47-16 (Height  33) black 91041 07041

L 53-17 (height 33) Muttled brown         91021 07042

L 53-17 (Height  33) Black 91042 07043

XL 57-17 (Height  33) Black 91043 07044

 

sun-tHree

Small Medium

Large X-Large
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